From: Hsinking (KICGB)  
To: Helsinki (MIKUGUN)  
8 March 1943  
JCP

#065 (Parts 4, 5, 6, 3 of 10 part message) a

Part 4.

B. --U-- --U--  
c  
d  
RID and KIL on 1700 KC - from 1130 to 1140 and from 1212 to 1225.

NIKOLAEVSK will communicate as follows:

B3 and KIR - on 6640 KC.

Part 5.

Leningrad -  

RUP - 3340.

2. European Russia:

5 --G-- --G-- 6 --G-- --G-- high frequency  

--G-- is used from Moscow to Leningrad, Tiflis, Baku, and Sverdlovsk.

Moscow:  

-- RTZE on 6670 and 4980 KC Between 1900 and 600.
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Part 6.
And 5550 EC.
RTT: -
On 7050 and 10500 EC - between 1600 and 800.
Zobirishi:
RDM - on 6800 and 10500 EC.
RDK - on 6770 and 10350 EC.
Part 8.
3. (Part 8 - not readable).

a - Parts 1, 7 - SUH 458; parts 2, 3 - not available; parts 9, 10 - not readable.
b - Unrecovered values for a Siberian place name.
c - Russian spelling - similarly all other stations mentioned.
d - These numbers indicate the time of day.
e - May be RUC, RUTS, or RU.
f - Garbled groups not numbers.
g - Kama version of Russian memo.
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